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The paper is organized as follows. The formal framework is set in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the ..
one-page conditions, and prove that they are necessary conditions for one-page b/w embedding of a b/w graph.
The b/w unfolding technique is presented in section 4, and is thereafter used to constructively prove the suffi ciency of the one-page conditions. A summary is given in Section S.
The Formal Framework
The following definitions provide a foonal frameworlc for the b/w book embedding problem.
A book consists of a spine and a number of pages. The spine of the book is a line. For simple exposition, view the spine as being horizontal. Each page of the book is a half-plane that has the spine as its boundary. Thus, any half-plane is a I-page book, and a plane with a distinguished horizontal line is a 2-page book.
Let G=(V .,E) be a graph, and let P be a linear ordering of V. For each v, e V, denote the rank of v with respect to p by p(v). Let (v"Vj) and (Vt ,v,) be two cdge~ of G where p(v, )<p(Vj ) and p(Vt )<p (v, ) . If either (v,) or p(Vt) <P(Vi ) <p(v, )<p(Vj), we say that (Vi ,Vj) and (Vt ,v,) intersect, or are incompa tible (w.r.t. p) . Otherwise, we say that (Vi,Vj) and (Vt,v,) are compatible. A setE' ~E is compatible if any two edges e1,e'#E' are compatible.
p(v;)<p(Vt)<p(Vj)<p
A k-page book embedding of G=(V.,E) may be formally defmed as a the pair 8={p,1t), where p is an ord lit ering of V along the spine and 1t is a partition of E into k compatible sets. Each page of the book is said to accommodate one of these compatible sets. An edge acCommodated by some page is also said to be assigned to that page. A k-page b/w book embedding of a b/w graph (G ,V) is a k -page book embedding of G , say £:={p,1t), where the black vertices are consecutive in p.
We say that a set of vertices S ~ V is equally-colored if the vertices of S are either all black, or all white.
Vertices that are not equally-eolored are said to be oppositely-colored.
A basic property of book embeddings is that the order of the vertices on the spine can be viewed as a cir cular order. That is, if £:=(p,1t) is a k -page book embedding of G, and p' is a circular permutation of p, then E'={p',1t ) is also a k-page book embedding of G. Thus, if (G ,V) admits a k-page b/w embedding, then it admits a k-page b/w embedding in which the black vertices are placed to the left of the white vertices. Such a embed ding is Called a regular b/w embedding.
A path in G=(V ,E) is a either a single vertex or a sequence of distinct vertices (v 1 , V2 ••.• , Vt) where (Vi,vi+l) eE forlgg-l. Letpl=(VI, .. · Vt) andp:r= (wlt'" w,) betwopathsinG,where(VttWl)eE.
Then PI'P2 is the path (VI, ... Vt, WI, ... w,) . A path in a b/w graph is mixed if it contains oppositely colored vertices. A mixed edge is defmed similarly. Note that in a regular one-page b/w embedding, mixed edges must nest. As mentioned in the introduction, deciding whether there is a 2-page book embedding of a given graph is NP-complete. It immediately follows that the b/w book embedding problem is also NP-complete. This negative result motivates the study of one-page b/w embeddings. In p~cular, a question of primary interest is that of characterizing the b/w graphs 'which admit a one-page b/w embedding. Such a characterization, in terms of a set of forbidden b/w subgraphs, is developed in the rest of Ibis paper. In this section we present the one-page condi tions, and prove that they are necessary Conditions for one-page b/w embedding of a b/w graph. The sufficiency of the conditions will be proved in the following section.
Definition: An outerplanar representation of a graph G is a planar embedding of G where the vertices are arranged in an imaginary circle, and they all lie on the external face. A graph G=(V,E) is outerplanar if it admits an outerplanar representationt. We hereafter identify an outerplanar representation of G with 'the circu lar order of V along the circle associated with the representation.
~
A basic property of outerplanar graphs is the following: PI A graph G is outerplanar if and only if it admits, a one-page book embedding [BKl] . In fact, an outer planar representation of G dermes a one-page book embedding of G . 
Insert Figure 1 here
The following conditions will be proved necessary and sufficient for one-page b/w embedding. G admits a one-page embedding (i.e., G is outerplanar). 
. Two immediate properties of P(P) are the following. First, equallycolored vertices of p are consecutive in p(P). Second, the edges on p are all compatible w.r.t. p(P). It follows that p(P) underlies a one-page b/w embedding of (G ,U). Figure 3 depicts the unfolding.
Insert Figure 3 here Given a b/w graph, its structure is typically more complicated than that of the graph described above. In such cases, the unfolding technique essentially involves a careful choice of the path(s) to unfold, such that the rest of the graph can be embedded within a small number of pages. The choice of the specific path(s) to unfold depends on the graph in hand, and is a key to the efficient use of unfolding. In particular, the sufficiency part of Given an outerplanar graph G=(V,E) and ve V. a canonical ordering of V w.r.t. v always exists, by pro perty Pl' Such an ordering can be found using the algorithm of [M] for recognizing outerplanar graphs. • By definition of canOl)ical ordering, the edges of each set E;(v) are compatible.
• The vertices of each A (v) are arranged consecutively near v, so the edges of E;(v) are compatible with those of G'.
• For different v and w, the subgraphs A(v) and A(w) are vertex-disjoint, and the vertices of each such 8ubgraph are placed consecutively. Thus, the edges of any two sets E;(v) andE;(w) are compatible.
Finally, the subgraphs A (v) can all be found in 0 ( IE 1=0 ( IV I) time, using the DFS-based algorithm for find ing separating vertices and biconnected components [E] . A canonical ordering of the vertices of each A (v )=(VA ,EA) can be found in 0 ( IVA I) time, using the the algorithm of [M] . The linearity of the construction follows.
•
•
Recall that our main goal in this chapter is to prove that the one-page conditions are sufficient for one-page b/W embedding. By Proposition I, we need only consider trimmed graphs for that matter. 
The hypertree of (G ,V) is the pair H(G ,V)=(T(G).!), defined as follows (see Figure 4):
1
T(G) is the tree T(G)=(VT.E T ), where VT=VAUV S ' VA=(V L •IL i eA(G)}, Vs={vs,lsjeS (G)}. and E T ={ (vs/,V Sj ) ISj ,sjeS(G),(Sj.J'j)is a simple edge in E } U{ (vs/,v Lj ) IsjeS (G), LjeA(G), si is a vertex 01 L j }.
2
:VT --+ (B ,W ,8&W) is an assignment of hypercolors (h -colors) to VT' where • For each black [white] sjeS(G), l(vs,)=B [f(vs/)=W).
For each loopLj=(Vj.Ej), let Wj=Vj-(Sj IsJeS(G)}. If Wj is equally-colored, say black [white], then

I(VL/)=B [f(vL,)=W).Otherwise,f(vd=B&W.
Note that each separation vertex on a loop is a base of a mixed trail, since (G ,V) is trimmed. Moreover, since (G ,V) satisfies the one-page conditions, each loop has at most two separation vertices (see C3-C4 ------------------- Proof: An algorithm for fmding the desired path is described (see Figure 5 ).
Step 1. Complexity. The loops and the separation vertices of G can be found in linear time. using a DFS-based algorithm for fmding biconnected components [E] . Finding the leaves. constructing H(G .U) . and constructing PB4W (by initiating DFS from some B&W vertex) is easily seen to be also implementable within the same time bound. If PB.lW is not empty. then it can extended to a path of the maximum possible length using two applica
Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0547 -1989 tions, of BFS [E] , one from each of its end-points. Otherwise, if Puw is empty, a longest path in H (G ,V) can also be found using two applications of BFS -one from an arbittary vertex v, and the second from a leaf furthest from v. As the time complexity of BFS is linear, the lemma follows.
• Insert Figure 5 here Lemma 1: Assume that (G ,V) is trimmed and satisfies the one-page conditions. Given a h-ultimate path in We can now present the construction. 
that p(P) preserves the order of equally-colored vertices. a property hereafter referred to as the order preserving property of p(P). This property together with Nt directly imply the lemma when L is
where Pl=(VloV2'''''V, , ) contains the P -vertices, starting from the first P -terminal, and P:z= (V"+h...•V... ) contains the free vertices. We first consider the case where v 1 belongs to an odd-numbered block of p.
(1) Using N2 and the fact that the free vertices are equally-colored (by the ultimateness of p). we fmd that the vertices (v2' ... • v,,-l) . together perhaps with v". constitute a block of L. Furthermore, by the definition of C!»ll-ty (L ) in Lemma 2. the color of that block is opposite to that of Vl' By the order preserving property of p(P) and the fact that vl belongs to an odd-numbered block of p. the order of Vl • ...
• V"_loV,, in p(P) is
either , , ) or PRV" .V,,_I," •• Vl). depending on whether v" has the color of VI or the opposite color. respectively. Whichever the case is. the obtained order is as claimed. Figure 4 .8. Heze, (VI"'" v, , )=(5, 4, 7, 8) and v"+I=v.={6}. The order obtained in the lemma for the vertices of L 1 is pI '=(7,4,5,6,8) , depicted in Figure 7 ).
Symmetrically, one can verify that if VI belongs to an even-numbered block of p, then the obtained order is color of VI or the opposite color, respectively. Either way, the order is as claimed in the lemma. For each such loop, L , these vertices are placed after the second p -terminal of L is placed. where (x,y)eNew(v,l) . is ever placed between vertices of OId(vt) . it suffices to show thatNew(vl') is compatible. Finally, we note that the algorithm can be extended such that if (G ,U) does not satisfy the one-page con ditions, then one of the forbidden b/w subgraphs is found in Lemma 1 or 2, without increasing the complexity.
• Insen Figure U={2.4,7,9,12,15,16,18,20} . Fig.4(b) ... I/Q
